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Grade 6 Reading/Literature (Master)

Essential Questions Content Skills
Fall Comprehension

 What is the importance of summarizing?

How do the five story elements shape the story?

How does understanding theme impact the
meaning of a story?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary to gain meaning of text?

Reading Behaviors
 How does self-selection and reflection impact
growth as an independent reader?

Comprehension
 A. Summarization 

B. Story elements in fiction

C. Theme introduction 

Vocabulary
 D. Vocabulary skills

Reading Behaviors
 E. Genre

Literature Genre
 F. Exposure to literature stands
 -Realistic Fiction
 -Adventure
 -Picture books

A. Write concise summaries of main ideas

B. Identify the five story elements

C. Identify themes in a whole group setting

D. Define vocabulary using context clues in text

E. Identify the various literary genres

F. Explore literature

Comprehension
 How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary to gain meaning of text?

Comprehension
 A. Plot Development 

B. Predictions & Inferences

C. Characterization 

Vocabulary
 D. Vocabulary skills

Literature Genres
 E. Exposure to literature strands
 -Realistic fiction

A. Identify the elements of plot
     - exposition
     -rising action
     -climax
     -falling action
     -conclusion
     -conflict
     -resolution

B. Distinguish the difference between prediction and
inference

C. Differentiate between character traits and physical traits

D. Define vocabulary using context clues in text

E. Explore literature
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Essential Questions Content Skills
Comprehension
 How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

Literature Analysis 
 What is the importance of making connections in
literature?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary to gain meaning of text?

Comprehension
 A. Literary Devices

Literature Analysis
 B. Connections

 Vocabulary
 C. Vocabulary skills

Literature Genres
 D. Exposure to literature strands
 -realistic fiction
 -classics
 -Science Fiction/Fantasy

A. Recognize literary devices within literature
     - foreshadowing
     - flashback
     - figurative language

B. Make connections within the text
   - text to text
     - text to world
     - text to self

C. Define vocabulary using context clues in text

D. Explore literature

Winter Comprehension
 Why is it important to interpret and analyze
narrative text using point of view?

How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

How do elements of characterization form the
character?

Comprehension
 A. Point of View / Narration

B. Characterization

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to literature strands
 -Realistic fiction
 -Historical fiction

A. Distinguish between the different types of point of view /
narration
     -first person
     -third person limited
     -third person omniscient
 A. Determine how point of view / narration influences the
piece of literature

B. Analyze different characters in literature
 B. Identify types of characters 
     -static (flat)
     -dynamic (round)
     -protagonist
     -antagonist
     -minor
     -major
 B. Compare different types of characters

C. Explore literature

Comprehension
 How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

How does effective listening enhance
comprehension?

Why is important to understand the literal and
figurative meaning of words?

Comprehension
 A. Characterization

B. Listening Comprehension

C. Summarizing and paraphrasing

D. Literary Devices

Literature Genres
 E. Exposure to literature strands
 -Historical fiction
 -Non-fiction

A. Compare and contrast direct and indirect
characterization
 A. Draw conclusions about character traits

B. Listen and interpret text
C. Summarize and paraphrase text

D. Recognize dialect and how it defines a character
 D. Identify personification in literature
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figurative meaning of words?

Literature Genres
 E. Exposure to literature strands
 -Historical fiction
 -Non-fiction

 D. Identify personification in literature

 E. Explore literature

Literature Genres
 Why is important to read a variety of nonfiction
texts?

Comprehension
 Why is it important to apply note-taking strategies
while reading nonfiction text?

Literature Genres
 A. Types of nonfiction

Comprehension
 B. Note-taking skills

C. Research skills

Literature Genres
 D. Exposure to literature strands
 -non-fiction
 -periodicals
 -newspapers
 -biographies
 -autobiographies

A. Review the different types of nonfiction
     -biographies/autobiographies
     -reports
     -essays
     -periodical
     -reference materials
     -online materials
 A. Identify main ideas
 A. Understand the structure of non-fiction

B. Apply several learned note taking strategies
     - SQ3R
     - Outline
     - Venn Diagram
     - Webbing/Mapping, Clustering
     - KWL
     - Highlighting
     - Post-its
     - Summarizing

C. Paraphrase text
 C. Cite sources

D. Explore literature

Spring Comprehension
 How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

Literature Analysis
 How does author's purpose and craft convey
meaning?

Comprehension
 A. Conflict 

Literature Analysis
 B. Author's purpose

C. Author craft

Literature Genres
 D. Exposure to literature strands
 -realistic fiction
 -short story
 -myth
 -legend

 

A. Distinguish between internal conflict and external
conflict
 A. Identify the specific conflict(s)
          -Person vs. Person
         - Person vs. Nature
         - Person vs. Society
         - Person vs. Fate
         - Person vs. Self
 A. Investigate how the conflict influences the story
elements

B. Identify different types of author's purpose
     -Explain
     -Information
     -Persuade
     -Enlighten
 B. Categorize text based on author's purpose

C. Analyze author's writing styles
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Essential Questions Content Skills
 -realistic fiction
 -short story
 -myth
 -legend

 

B. Identify different types of author's purpose
     -Explain
     -Information
     -Persuade
     -Enlighten
 B. Categorize text based on author's purpose

C. Analyze author's writing styles
    -Word choice
     -Sentence structure and length
     -Literary devices
     -Distinguishing features
 C. Compare writing styles to other authors
 C. Inspect specific details of author's writing

D. Explore literature

Literature Analysis
 How does effective speaking and listening
enhance literary discussions?

Literature Analysis
 A. Literature response

B. Discussion etiquette

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to literature strands
 -Non-fiction
 -Realistic fiction
 -Fantasy
 -Animal
 -Historical
 -Humor/Satire

A. Make connections to personal experiences
 A. Communicate responses to others
 A. Use prior knowledge to evaluate text
 A. Analyze how characters in literature deal with conflict,
solve problems, and relate to real-life situations
 A. Distinguish between facts and opinions

B. Communicate effectively
     -Eye contact
     -Body language
     -Constructive disagreements
     -Active listening
     -Attentiveness
     -Appropriate questioning

C. Explore literature

Literature Analysis
 How does a writer's use of figurative language
affect poetry?

Why is it important to analyze poetry?

Literature Analysis
 A. Poetry

Literature Genres
 B. Exposure to literature strands
 -Free verse
 -Structured verse

A. Identify the elements of poetry
     -Figurative language
     -Rhyme
     -Rhythm
     -Meter
     -Couplets/Triplets
     -Stanza
     -Imagery
     -Irony
 A. Analyze a poem
     -Setting a purpose
     -Preview/scan
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Why is it important to analyze poetry? Literature Genres

 B. Exposure to literature strands
 -Free verse
 -Structured verse

     -Meter
     -Couplets/Triplets
     -Stanza
     -Imagery
     -Irony
 A. Analyze a poem
     -Setting a purpose
     -Preview/scan
     -Make a plan
         •Read for enjoyment
         •Read for meaning
         •Read for structure/language
         •Read for feeling
     -Pause and reflect
     -Reread

B. Explore literature


